
The Shadow Of The Norman Arrow: Shadows
From The Past

It was a dark and stormy night in the small village of Blackwood. The moon was
hidden behind ominous clouds, casting eerie shadows upon the narrow streets.
The wind howled in the trees, causing the branches to rustle like whispers from
the past.
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Legend has it that deep within the heart of Blackwood forest lies a hidden
treasure. Buried beneath layers of leaves and forgotten by time, the treasure is
said to be guarded by a sinister figure known as "The Shadow of the Norman
Arrow".
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Blackwood's history is intertwined with the Normans, who once ruled over this
land with an iron fist. The Normans were known for their archery skills and their
fearsome arrows. But one arrow, rumored to possess a dark power, became
cursed. It is said that anyone who dares to wield it becomes consumed by
darkness, forever bound to guard the stolen treasure.

The Search Begins

A group of adventurous archeologists stumbled upon an ancient map that
depicted the exact location of the treasure buried in Blackwood forest. Intrigued
by the legend and the possibility of unearthing such a rare artifact, they embarked
on a journey to unlock the secrets of the past.
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The archeologists, armed with their knowledge and courage, delved deep into the
forest, following the map's intricate details. The further they went, the more
ominous the atmosphere became. They could feel the presence of an unseen
force, lurking in the shadows, watching their every move.

The Haunting Shadows

As they ventured deeper into the forest, the archeologists noticed strange
shadowy figures moving among the trees. Each figure seemed to have a distinct
arrow-shaped silhouette, sending chills down their spines. The shadows danced
and twirled, whispering haunting melodies that sent shivers through their veins.

It became clear that these shadows were the guardians of the cursed arrow. Each
time the archeologists took a step closer to the treasure, the shadows grew larger
and more menacing. It was as if they were trying to discourage the humans from
continuing their quest, but the archeologists remained undeterred.

Confronting The Shadow

Finally, after an arduous journey through the forest, the archeologists reached the
spot marked on the map. The air grew heavy with anticipation as they dug into
the ground, unearthing the hidden treasure. As the treasure emerged, so did the
dreaded Shadow of the Norman Arrow.

The Shadow, a tall and sinister figure, revealed itself from the depths of the
forest. Its eyes glowed with an otherworldly light, and its voice echoed with a
chilling resonance. It warned the archeologists of the consequences they would
face if they dared to possess the cursed arrow.

Realizing the danger that lay ahead, the archeologists pondered their options.
Would they succumb to the temptation of the treasure and risk becoming



shadows themselves? Or would they heed the warning and let the past remain
undisturbed?

The Decision

After much contemplation, the archeologists decided that some secrets are better
left buried. They acknowledged the power of the cursed arrow and the shadows
from the past, deciding it was not worth the risk to possess such a dark artifact.

With a heavy heart, they carefully reburied the treasure, ensuring that it remains
hidden from the world. As they left Blackwood forest, they couldn't help but feel a
sense of relief, knowing they had made the right choice.

The Legacy of Blackwood

Though the treasure of Blackwood remains concealed to this day, the eerie
shadows and the legend of the Norman Arrow continue to captivate the
imaginations of those who hear the tale. The forest stands as a solemn reminder
of the past, reminding us that some secrets are best left undisturbed.

So, if you ever find yourself wandering near Blackwood, listen closely to the
whispers of the wind and the shadows of the trees. For within those shadows lies
the legacy of a cursed arrow and the secrets it holds.

Remember, not all treasure is meant to be found, and not all shadows are meant
to be explored.
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The Battle of Hastings will soon be fought on English soil. King Harold knows the
Norman invasion is coming, but he must first head up north to fight the Vikings.
Who will come to his aid? Still searching for their missing parents who are lost
somewhere in the past, twins Jemima and Joe Lancelot travel back in time to the
year 1066, together with best friend Charlie and Max, their talking Tonkinese cat.
Many dangerous adventures await them during a hazardous journey across the
country to help the king repel the invaders. Will they be able to turn the tide of
history, or will Harold fail to heed their advice?
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